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I'm writing in strong support of HB 2001—to allow more housing options in the face of our
state's housing crisis, to allow more sustainable land use in the face of our global climate
crisis, and simply to allow Oregonians more choices in how and where they live.
As Oregon’s cities grow, we’ve seen more and more renters and younger homebuyers pushed
out of their neighborhoods by growing competition for a limited number of homes. To allow
more people to stay in their communities, without shutting out newcomers, we need to allow
more homes, and more kinds of homes, where we’re currently prohibiting them.
We used to do that: Here in Portland, our older neighborhoods are dotted with duplexes and
fourplexes, built before we instituted exclusionary bans on multifamily homes. My wife and I
live in a single-family home, my next-door neighbors live in a fourplex, and at the end of the
block is a six-unit courtyard apartment building, built in 1928. Homes in that building cost
about half as much as the surrounding single family houses. I’m glad that all of the people in
all of those homes have the choice and the opportunity to be my neighbors—and HB 2001
would allow more Oregonians the chance to share that opportunity, by changing the codes that
shut them out.
When we shut people out of denser, walkable, transit-accessible neighborhoods, we're also
locking them into dependency on cars—in effect mandating sprawl. With transportation as the
single largest component of Oregon's carbon emissions, our response to climate change has to
include better land use—and HB 2001 would allow more people to live in denser, less cardependent communities.
I know some people worry that HB 2001 would result in the demolition of existing homes. But
the current reality is that houses here are already being demolished, only to be replaced by
larger, more expensive single-family houses—the only kind we allow, in places where zoning
rules exclude any family that can't afford a full lot for themselves.
I’ve also seen it argued that HB 2001 would “force” or “cram” people into existing
neighborhoods—but that’s almost exactly backwards. Rather than forcing anything, HB 2001
would relax existing bans on housing, allowing homeowners more choice in what to do with
their property and allowing Oregonians more opportunities to live where they want, in the
kind of homes that suit their families.
I don’t expect HB 2001 to be a magic bullet that will solve Oregon’s housing affordability
crisis, let alone the world's climate crisis. But it’s a practical step in the right direction, one
that would allow people more choice in how and where to live, allow more of them to live in
walkable neighborhoods closer to jobs and transit, and help at least some people find more
affordable homes, at a time when our state needs all the help it can get.
Thank you,
David Binnig
Portland, OR

